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Abstracts: Smart tourism uses artificial intelligence (AI) technology to provide easy and convenient travel services to tourists. The task-oriented chatbot system is a way to provide tourists more efficiently with travel services that were previously provided on the web or apps. In this paper, we develop the question answering (QA) dataset for an AI-based tourism information chatbot system. The tourism information QA dataset is developed in JSON format of KLUE MRC based on the tourism information database and tourism knowledge base built for smart tourism apps and rule-based chatbot services, respectively. To apply the QA model along with the DST and NER models to the smart tourism chatbot system, we develop the QA dataset by considering the previously developed the tourism information NER dataset and the smart tourism DST dataset. We evaluate the tourism information QA datasets with the koBigBird model, which can handle sequences of 4,096 tokens, and the EM (Exact Match) and F1 score are 96.85 and 98.84, respectively.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Smart tourism provides personalized travel services to tourists using the Internet of Things (IoT), communication infrastructure, big data, artificial intelligence (AI), AR/VR/MR/Metabus. Smart tourism services can be composed of travel planner and tour guide services. The travel planner service provides tourist information, recommended travel products, etc. so that tourists can create a personalized itinerary before travel. The tour guide service provides tourists with easy and convenient travel services at the destination according to their itinerary prepared before the trip. After the trip, the tourist can register the itinerary modified during the trip as a recommended travel product on the smart tourism platform. The smart tourism platform enables easy and convenient travel by providing AI-based travel planner and tour guide services to tourists.

We developed a smart tourism Android and React apps (Hyun-Ji Cho, 2022) that provide tourism information to tourists. The smart tourism app provides a travel planner service that allows tourists to create personalized travel products using recommended travel products before travel. We developed a voice guide service using a TTS server based on the location of the tourist to provide a smart tour guide service according to the personalized travel product for the tourist on the trip (KiBeom Kang, 2017).

The smart tourism chatbot service can easily and conveniently provide travel services to tourists using a task-oriented AI-based chatbot system. The task-oriented AI-based chatbot system uses QA algorithms as well as dialogue state tracking (DST) and named entity recognition (NER) algorithms. We developed the tourism information DST and NER datasets (Myeong-Cheol Jwa, 2022; Myeong-Cheol Jwa & Jeong-Woo Jwa, 2022) using pre-learning language models (PLMs) to develop the AI-based tourism information chatbot system. The tourism information DST algorithm defines domain, slot, and value to understand the intention of the tourist's question. The tourism information DST algorithm can improve the performance of the previously developed rule-based chatbot system (Dong-Hyun Kim, 2021). The rule-based chatbot system uses the Khaiii morpheme analyzer (Kakao khaiii) and the predefined rules to understand the tourist's question. The tourism information knowledge base was developed using Neo4J graph database to provide tourism information chatbot service. The NER algorithm is used to accurately distinguish proper nouns such as tourist destination names and administrative district names in tourist questions. The tourism information chatbot system can accurately understand user questions by combining DST and NER algorithms. In this paper, we develop the tourism information QA dataset to provide tourism information provided by smart tourism apps as a smart tourism chatbot service. The proposed tourism information QA dataset is performed for questions that cannot identify the intention of the tourist question with the domain, slot, and value of the DST algorithm. We perform training on the developed the Korean tourism information QA dataset using the
KoBigBird model (Manzil Zaheer, 2020).

2. RELATED LITERATURE

QA models are deep learning models that can retrieve answers to user questions from a given context or knowledgebase. This is useful when searching for answers to user questions in the documentation. In this paper, we develop the tourism information QA datasets to provide tourism information to users through a smart tourism chatbot service. The tourism information QA datasets are developed using web surfing data based on the tourism information database of the smart tourism information system and the tourism information knowledge base of the rule-based chatbot system.

2.1. Textual Question Answering (QA) Datasets

Various datasets for evaluating QA models have been proposed (Zhen Wang, 2022) and QA datasets can be classified into textual QA, image QA, and video QA. In the image QA and video QA datasets, questions and answers are usually text, and the contexts are images and video clips, respectively. The tourism information QA dataset is textual QA, and the dataset consists of questions, answers, and sentences containing answers. Datasets for evaluating QA models include SQuAD, TriviaQA, NewsQA, and WikiQA. The Stanford Question Answering Dataset (SQuAD) is a popular benchmark dataset for evaluating QA models created by crowd workers using Wikipedia articles (Pranav Rajpurkar, 2016; Yuanjun Li & Yuzhu Zhang). SQuAD 2.0 contains the 100,000 questions in SQuAD 1.1 with over 50,000 unanswerable questions. TriviaQA contains 650K question-answer-evidence triples and 95K question-answer pairs (Mandar Joshi, 2017). NewsQA consists of over 100,000 question-answer pairs from over 10,000 CNN news articles (Adam Trischler, 2017). WikiQA consists of 3,047 questions and 29,258 sentences sampled from Bing query logs (Yi Yang, 2015).

The Korean Question Answering Dataset (KorQuAD) is a Korean machine reading comprehension (MRC) dataset released by LG CNS (Seunyoung Lim, 2019; Kim, Youngmin, 2019). The KorQuAD 2.1 dataset consists of 102,960 pairs for 47,957 Wikipedia articles. Training set consists of 83,486 pairs and test set consists of 10,165 pairs. KorQuAD 2.1 also contains tables and lists to understand the document structure through HTML tags. Korean language understanding evaluation (KLUE) is a benchmark dataset for Korean natural language processing (NLP) that can evaluate 8 tasks (Park, Sungjoon, 2021). The KLUE MRC dataset adds news_category and source items to the KorQuAD dataset. The sources of the KLUE MRC dataset are Wikipedia, Acrofan, and Korea Economic Daily. QA models are typically evaluated on metrics like Exact Match (EM) and F1 score.

2.2. Question Answering (QA) Models

QA models can be broadly divided into two types based on how answers are generated: (1) extractive QA model (2) generative QA model. Extractive QA model predicts the span within the context with a start and end position which indicates the answer to the question. In the SQuAD dataset used for extractive QA model evaluation, answer_start and answer_text fields are provided in JSON format to find the position of the answer in context. Representative extractive QA models are Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) (Jacob Devlin, 2018) and Korean BERT (KoBERT) models. The BERT-based QA models can be trained through fine-tuning BERT with context up to 512 tokens. Various studies have been conducted to train datasets with longer contexts than 512 tokens. BigBird and KoBigBird QA models can train contexts up to 4,096 tokens by applying a sparse attention mechanism to the BERT model. In this paper, we verify the performance of the tourism information QA dataset through fine-tuning KoBigBird. Chat Generative Pre-trained Transformer (ChatGPT) is a representative generative QA model. GPT models use the decoder layer of Transformer (Vaswani A., 2017). ChatGPT uses supervised learning, Reinforcement Learning from Human Feedback (RLHF) (Yuntao Bai, 2022), and Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) algorithms (John Schulman, 2017).

3. TOURISM INFORMATION QA SERVICES

We have been developed the rule-based chatbot services as well as smart tourism apps, Instagram, and YouTube to efficiently provide tourist information that tourists want. Apps and Instagram are common ways to
provide tourism information to tourists, and chatbot services are a way to provide them more conveniently. The tourism information chatbot service provides tourism information QA service by using the tourism information database collected through web surfing as well as the tourism information provided by smart tourism apps.

3.1. Smart tourism service platform

The smart tourism service platform provides smart tourism apps, Instagram, YouTube, and chatbot services. Figure 1 shows the database for smart tourism service and chatbot service in the smart tourism service platform.

![Smart Tourism Service Platform Diagram](image)

Figure 1. Smart tourism service platform.

The smart tourism service platform implements tourism information, recommended travel products, and my itinerary data for smart tourism services as a MySQL database. The smart tourism service platform includes datasets for developing QA, DST, and NER models for smart tourism chatbot services.

The tourism information database is used in the smart tourism app and includes the name of the tourist destination, classification code, address, phone number, homepage, operating hours, admission fee, as well as description and storytelling content. The recommended travel product database is for a travel planner service and enables a user to create a personalized travel itinerary using travel products recommended by travel experts. The personal itinerary is a personalized itinerary based on tourist information and recommended travel products and is used for tour guide services in travel. The tourism information DST dataset is for evaluating the DST model to understand the intent of user questions to advance the rule-based chatbot system into an AI-based chatbot system. The tourism information NER dataset is for the evaluation of the NER model to accurately understand the intention of the user's query along with the DST model. The smart tourism chatbot system requires a tourism knowledge base, which is also made based on a database of tourism information and recommended travel products.

3.2. Tourism information QA dataset

We are developing a task-based smart tourism chatbot system using the DST model and the NER model. The smart tourism chatbot system can understand the intention of the user's question with the DST model and provide answers to the user through search in the tourism knowledge base. The smart tourism chatbot system will have to use the QA model to provide answers when the DST model does not understand the intention of the user's question or when the answer to the user's question cannot be found in the tourism knowledge base. In this paper, we develop the tourism information question answering (QA) datasets to provide tourist information easily and conveniently as a smart tourism chatbot service in personalized travel planner and tour guide services.

We develop a tourism information QA dataset in the JSON format of the KLUE MRC dataset. Context in the QA dataset should be written to provide accurate answers to tourist questions. We create the context of the QA dataset
using the contents acquired through web surfing based on the description of tourist destinations and storytelling data in the tourism information database of the smart tourism service platform. If we use the content acquired through web surfing as context without refining it, we can provide wrong information to the user according to the original data. We develop a tourism information QA dataset for more than 1,000 tourist destinations in Jeju Island, Korea's representative tourist destination. The tourism information QA dataset consists of 1,025 contexts and more than 10,000 questions.

We are building recommended travel products for personalized travel planner service and tourism information data for smart tourism apps with MySQL database in the smart tourism information system. In addition, we are building a tourism knowledge base for rule-based smart tourism chatbot service with Neo4J graph database. The tourism information QA dataset is developed by adding tourism knowledge base of the smart tourism information system. We reflected the rules of tourism information defined in the rule-based chatbot system and the 5 domains and 22 slots defined when creating the smart tourism DST data set when creating ‘question’ of the tourism information QA dataset.

Figure 2 shows an example of a tourism information QA dataset for evaluating a tourism information QA model. The QA dataset contains answer_start to find the answer 9.6km in context for the question "How long is the Seongpanak trail?". The questions in the QA dataset include tourism information provided by the smart tourism app. The questions and answers of the currently developed QA dataset are configured to provide users with tourism information provided by Android and smart tourism apps as a QA model.

```
{
  "version": "smartTour-mrc-v1",
  "data": [
    {
      "title": "Introduction to Hallasan Seongpanak Trail",
      "paragraphs": [
        {
          "context": "Seongpanak Trail, the eastern course of Hallasan Mountain, is a trail along with Gwaneumsa Trail that allows you to climb Baeknokdam, the summit of Hallasan Mountain. The length of Seongpanak Trail is the longest among Hallasan trails at 9.6km, and ....",
          "qas": [
            {
              "question": "How long is the Seongpanak trail?",
              "answers": [
                {
                  "text": "9.6km",
                  "answer_start": 87
                }
              ],
              "question_type": 1,
              "is_impossible": false,
              "guid": "klue-mrc-v1_train_20001"
            }
          ],
          "news_category": "Mt. Hallasan",
          "source": "Hallasan National Park"
        }
      ]
    }
  ]
}
```

**Figure 2.** Tourism information QA dataset for smart tourism chatbot service.

The QA dataset can be used to evaluate BERT-like extractive QA models. The KLUE BERT base model, a pre-trained Korean BERT model, was developed to evaluate the Korean MRC dataset. The KLUE BERT base model
can process 512 token sequences as input. QA models capable of handling input sequences larger than 512 tokens have been proposed to process the context of long sentences in the extractive QA model. The KoBigBird model is a sparse-attention model that can handle a sequence of 4,096 tokens rather than BERT-like QA models. In this paper, we evaluate the performance of the proposed tourism information QA dataset using the KoBigBird model. As a result of performance evaluation of the KoBigBird model using the tourism information QA dataset, the EM and F1 scores were 96.85 and 98.84, respectively. We correct errors in the QA dataset while performing QA model evaluation.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER STUDY

Smart tourism service can provide tourists with personalized travel itinerary and provide tour guide service according to the travel itinerary. The task-bed smart tourism chatbot service is an easy and convenient way to provide smart tourism services. Tourist information, recommended travel products, and tour guide services according to the itinerary can be provided by the smart tour chatbot system, but a QA system that finds answers in context is additionally required. In this paper, we develop a tourism information QA dataset and analyze the performance of the dataset using the KoBigBird QA model. In the KoBigBird model evaluation process, errors in the tourism information QA dataset are corrected to develop a dataset with excellent performance in EM and F1 score.

We plan to develop the smart tourism chatbot system that applies DST and NER models to a rule-based chatbot system. The developing smart tourism chatbot system understands the intention of the user’s question with the DST and NER models and searches and provides answers from the tourism knowledge base. The smart tourism chatbot system can use the QA model to find answers in context and provide them to users for questions that cannot be answered in the tourism knowledge base. The smart tourism chatbot system using DST, NER, and QA models based on pre-trained language models provides smart tourism services to tourists.
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